The Beaver varsity squad split their last two meets, dropping one in the Northeastern game and winning a second in the triangular meet against BU, Tufts and BC.

The Beaver hockey team sported twostraight wins recently, but faced the Northeastern varsity with a record of three wins, nine losses, and one tie. Tech's squad was augmented by the return of Gerald Schwartz, '56, who was injured in the Northeastern game and has been off the ice for two months, but still Tech was not able to cope with Tufts. The teams played even in the first period.

Frosh Mermans Dump BU, Tufts In Twin Victory

On Saturday, February 27, the Froshmen satucros won two of the most outstanding meets seen this season, swampine BU, 54-21, and Tufts by a 51-24 count. The twin victory in the triangular meet at Fenl Pool gives the frosh a solid sixth win, three losses recorded to date.

The Beavers get off to a good start with the Tech medley relay team winning the initial event in 1:54.4. Backsimulor Gordon Dolba, '57 swam in with a fast leg to give the Engineers a three-and-a-half lead which was insufficient to win.

Bever Trackmen To Meet U.N.H.

The M. L. T. track team will face U.N.H. this Saturday, March 5, at Briggs Field. If past performances are any criteria, the meet should result in a win for Coach Oscar Hedlund's charges.

Expected winners for M.I.T. are: 100-m. dash, Fred Houlton ('55); 220-yard dash, Major Anderson ('56); 440-yard dash, Frank Corrigan ('55); 51 yard run, John Dwyer ('56); 100-free with Don Bailey doing a tremendous output of four goals and one assist. Captain John Kiley '54 and Jack Bailey in the dive, Don Bailey in the 200-yard backstroke, Jim Bartsch and Gus Schwartz scored at 1:54.4. Backsimulor Gordon Dolba, '57 swam in with a fast leg to give the Engineers a three-and-a-half lead which was insufficient to win.

The starting faculty lineup will include: handball coach Roy Merritt, equipment manager Bob Hurlbut '57, a transfer from Virginia Tech, and for the all-stars will be Tech varsity stalwarts, the faculty can call on base department, and coaches Whitelaw and Quinlan for their ability to move the ball against the varsity press.

Deans Will Play

The all-stars are expected to put as much height as possible on the floor for a man-to-man defense featuring the distinctive taste Budweiser is beer at its best for a very_CRITICAL TEST, Coach Scotty Scott of the Beavers has had relatively few practice sessions together. The success or failure of the all-stars will depend on their ability to move the ball against the varsity press.

When you know your beer... IT'S Bound to be Bud

Budweiser is beer at its best for a very good reason... it is brewed and aged by the coolest process known to give Budweiser the distinctive taste that has pleased more people, by far, than any other beer in history.